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Saladin, the legendary sultan who united the Muslim world and fought
against the Crusaders, is a figure of immense historical significance. His life
and conquests have inspired countless works of literature and art, and his
legacy continues to be debated and celebrated today.

The Rare and Excellent History of Saladin, written by the 13th-century
historian Baha al-Din ibn Shaddad, is one of the most important sources of
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information about Saladin's life and times. This comprehensive work offers
an in-depth look into the sultan's military campaigns, political
achievements, and personal character.

Early Life and Rise to Power

Saladin was born in Tikrit, Iraq, in 1137. His father was a Kurdish military
commander, and his mother was an Arab princess. Saladin received a
traditional Islamic education, and he excelled in both religious and military
studies.

In 1169, Saladin became the vizier of Egypt. He quickly rose to power, and
in 1171, he became the sultan of Egypt and Syria. Saladin's reign was
marked by a period of great military expansion. He conquered large parts
of the Middle East, including Jerusalem, and he established a vast empire
that stretched from the Nile River to the Tigris River.

The Crusades

Saladin's rise to power coincided with the Crusades, a series of religious
wars between Christians and Muslims. The Crusaders sought to regain
control of the Holy Land, which had been conquered by the Muslims in the
7th century.

Saladin fought against the Crusaders for many years. He defeated them in
several major battles, including the Battle of Hattin in 1187. Saladin's
victory at Hattin led to the recapture of Jerusalem, and it marked the end of
the Crusader states in the Middle East.

Saladin's Legacy



Saladin died in 1193, at the age of 56. He was succeeded by his son, al-
Afdal. Saladin's empire did not survive long after his death, but his legacy
continues to live on.

Saladin is remembered as one of the greatest military commanders in
history. He was also a wise and just ruler, and he was respected by both
Muslims and Christians. Saladin's life and conquests have inspired
countless works of literature and art, and his legacy continues to be
debated and celebrated today.

The Rare and Excellent History of Saladin

The Rare and Excellent History of Saladin is a valuable source of
information about Saladin's life and times. This comprehensive work offers
an in-depth look into the sultan's military campaigns, political
achievements, and personal character.

The book is divided into several sections, each of which covers a different
aspect of Saladin's life. The first section covers Saladin's early life and rise
to power. The second section covers Saladin's military campaigns,
including his conquest of Jerusalem. The third section covers Saladin's
political achievements, including his establishment of a vast empire. The
fourth section covers Saladin's personal character, including his generosity,
piety, and sense of justice.

The Rare and Excellent History of Saladin is a fascinating read for anyone
who is interested in the history of the Middle East, the Crusades, or Saladin
himself. This comprehensive work offers an in-depth look into the life and
legacy of one of the most important figures in Islamic history.
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